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 The film is about Jai, an intelligent and hardworking young man who is unaware of the workings of the criminal world and is
completely set in his matrix. Jai is a guy who is very chivalrous and does not stoop to lower levels. He is good with money. He
has lots of friends. Jai lives with his mother and her boyfriend in Chennai. His friend Susheel (Sanjay Sharma), a home-grown
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robber in Chennai, tempts Jai with easy money and Jai is convinced by him. Susheel kills his best friend so as to grab the loot
and Jai ends up with an eye patch. Susheel, who has a twisted mind, joins forces with Vicky and they set out to rob another

bank. Jai gets ready to take on the gang in order to avenge his friend's death. The film then tells the story of the incidents that
happen when Jai sets out to join the gang. Cast Neil Nitin Mukesh as Jai Sanjay Sharma as Susheel Puja Gupta as Nandini

Vijayakanth as Vicky N. L. Balaji as Prakash Murali as Shivraj Mounika as Sonia Sivakumar as Rathnam Bindu as Nandini's
mother Senthil as Vicky's father Deepa as Vicky's mother Delhi Ganesh as Shiva Manobala as DGP Thalaivasal Vijay as Usman
Pandu as Jai's friend Krishnamoorthy as Chittoor Ramaiah Production The film is the Hindi remake of Thiruttu Payale, a Tamil
film directed by Sundar C. The film was shot in Chennai, Maharashtra, Chennai, Hyderabad and Kerala. Soundtrack The film
features an original soundtrack composed by Shankar-Ehsaan-Loy. The songs have been released on 18 September 2012 under
the label of Tips Music. The songs "Athula Vethe" is from Mohan-Rakesh's movie Jai, released on 27 December 2005, starring
Neil Nitin Mukesh, while "Mallige Mallige" is from the movie Susheela (2008) starring Genelia D'Souza, Preeti Jhangiani, and

Kamal Haasan. The soundtrack album was officially launched on September 18, 2012 82157476af
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